PEGASUS Design
Livery for an AIRBUS ACJ Belleville

A masculine, contemporary and individual ramp-appeal

PEGASUS Design was set up by Peder Edegaard in 2006 to provide design and specification services for the outfitting of private jets. The company consists of a team of five in London and three in Monaco.

The London team also works for Edegaard Design, who designs the exterior and interior of superyachts.

81 private jets have been completed since 2006, among them are four VIP ACJs.

THE PROJECT: ACJ BELVILLE
Both interior and exterior design for this ACJ A319 was to be masculine and contemporary and individual. The exterior paint scheme was approved by the client already in Summer 2008, and consists of two tones of metallic grey paint, and a specially developed two-tone dark blue for the stripe that starts at the cockpit windows. The paint lines were applied in 3D by Pegasus Design and Airbus, and all lines were carefully adjusted to ensure the lines appear harmonious but dynamic from every viewing angle.

The interior was completed by Jet Aviation in the Autumn of 2012 and delivered to the owner.

One wide-body, two ACJs and two Bombardiers are currently tendering or in production with outfitters.